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Overview 
 
 
Welcome to this tutorial on the Edinburgh Pathway Editor (EPE) which will cover key 
aspects of its functionality. EPE is a graphical editor for drawing and disseminating 
pathway diagrams. One of its novel features is that the graphical notation used for 
drawing diagrams is configurable, and therefore any notation can be designed and used 
within the same editing tool. So far for EPE, we have support for SBGN notation, a 
Cytoscape style notation and a simple notation for metabolic reactions. 
 Some of EPE’s core features, which we’ll address more in the tutorial, are 
 
1) Editor for drawing biological pathways 
2) Support for multiple notations 
3) Export of diagrams to HTML or image files 
4) Export of diagrams into standard formats such as SBML, Excel 
5) Syntax validation of a diagram.   
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Installation 

Download 
The main download site is  

http://sourceforge.net/projects/epe/files/EPE/ 

 

Unpack 
To extract the archive, just unzip it. Your computer may do this for you automatically 
anyway. 

Application structure 
If you go into the EPE2 installation directory, you will see a number of files and folders 
(on Mac, this may look slightly different but the contents are largely the same): 
 

 
Figure 1. The EPE installation directory 
 
 The launcher – EPE.exe 

The contents of the folders plugins, features, configuration and DB  are used by 
the application and should not be altered manually – if you delete contents from these 
folders it’s almost certain that the application will not run properly. DB contains the 
internal database that is used to store diagrams. 

Launching the application 
To launch the application, double-click on the launch icon. You should see a splash 
screen appear, and a progress bar. The first time you run the application, start up may be 
slow – this is because the database is being set up.  Subsequent launches should be faster. 
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Overview of workbench 
When you launch the application you can see a collection of views, and an editor pane: 
 
The top-left hand corner shows the Repository. This is gives a view onto the database, 
using a file-system like view of folders containing diagrams. Each map contains a single 
diagram. 
 

 
 
Initial application window after start up 

 

Views and editors 
 
All views can be resized in order to suit your preference.  
 
 
Several views are available in EPE, accessible via the 
 
Window -> Show view menu item 
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In EPE, the combination of view and editors is termed a Perspective. EPE currently just 
has one perspective, but may contain others in the future.  You can always return to the 
initial perspective by clicking: 
 
Window -> Reset perspective 
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Creating a diagram 

Creating a folder 
First of all we’ll create a folder to hold our diagrams. The steps are pretty 
straightforward: 
 1. Right click on the database icon in the Repository 
 2. In the ensuing dialog, type a name and description   
            3. Click OK 

 
The new folder appears in the view. The description you entered can be viewed by 
mouse-hovering over the folder icon. 
When your repository eventually holds large numbers of maps, you can use the menu 
items in the Repository to organize the presentation of the folder tree ( for example, go 
into, hide empty folders, expand all). 
 
The folder description is also visible in the Properties. This view shows detail about 
whatever item is currently selected in the application. If the properties view isn’t open, 
you can open it via 
 
Window -> Show View -> General -> Properties 
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Creating a map 
Now let’s create a new map: Right click on the folder you created, and from the context 
menu, choose New Map. 

 
 
  
The following dialog appears: 
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Map Creation Dialog 
 
Enter a name “TestMap1” and any description you like. In the bottom field ‘Choose a 
Notation’, make sure that ‘SBGN-PD, version 0.9.1’ is selected, and click OK.    
 
You should see an editor open ready for drawing, and a palette. The items on the palette 
are determined by the notation we chose.  
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 Application view after creating a map 
 
The map we created can be thought of like a file. Via the Map Repository context menu, 
you can copy, move, rename or delete the map just like a file.  
 

Exercise 
Try creating maps in other notations, such as SBGN-AF or Cytoscape Notation, and 
notice the different palettes.  
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Drawing diagrams 

Create basic diagram  
Using the map ‘TestMap1’, try adding some shapes (macromolecule, process or 
compartment) from the palette onto the diagram. Notice that certain rules apply as to 
where items can be placed: 
   - any shape can be placed on an empty space in the diagram, or inside a compartment; 
   - macromolecule and process cannot be nested inside each other. 
 
Similarly, certain rules apply to the connecting arrows, for example:  
 - no connections can be made between  compartments; 
 - a ‘Consumption’ arrow can only be drawn from  a compound to a process; 
 - a ‘Production’ arrow can only be drawn from  a process to  a compound. 

 
These rules are the notation rules and are provided by the notation designer. The idea is 
to prevent the drawing of biologically meaningless or confusing diagrams. 
 
Try adding a macromolecule to a compartment. While you are dragging the shape over 
the compartment, the compartment changes colour temporarily – this gives an indication 
that dropping the compound at this point will ‘group’ the compound with the 
compartment. Now, moving the compartment will also move its contained compound – 
the compound now ‘belongs’ to the compartment. This concept is important when we 
come to exporting and validating the diagrams, which we will cover later. 
 

Standard editing functionality 
You can copy and paste (Ctr-C/ Ctrl-V), undo/redo (Ctrl-Z/Ctrl-Y) as in any typical 
editor. Copy and paste is also allowed between different diagrams, provided that both 
diagrams use the same notation. To save the state of the diagram, click Ctrl-S. 
 
Zooming   is possible using the toolbar menu, or Ctrl +/ Ctrl -. 
 
Resizing of items is possible by selecting it and dragging the selection handles. 
 
Nudging is achieved by making a selection, clicking  ‘.’  until a crosshair appears, then 
using the keyboard arrows. 
 
Snap to grid can be switched on and off from the Properties view: 
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Various aspects of a shapes graphical appearance can be altered via the Properties 
view. 
To alter a graphical property, select an item (or items) on the diagram, and set the new 
value in the Properties view. 
It may be that some graphical properties cannot be altered – this is specified by the 
notation designer. Some properties are fixed because, if they were mutable, they would 
affect the meaning of the diagram.  
Using the property view, shapes can be annotated with names and description. The 
description is viewable as pop-up text when an item on the diagram is moused-over. 

More on parenting 
So far we have learned how to drop a shape into a container. There may be occasions 
though, where you want a shape to overlap or graphically appear inside another shape, 
without it actually belonging to that container.  
 
Conversely, if you have created a compound on an empty part of the diagram, but wish 
now to make it belong to a compartment, drag it into the compartment.  
 

Unparenting 
To unparent an item, you can drag it outside the parent container. 
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The outline view 
Create some shapes, and give them names. Now, drag some of these shapes outside the 
viewable area. The outline view shows a summary view of the diagram contents, and can 
be obtained via Window -> Show View -> General -> Outline if it is not already open. 
 
 

 
Outline view 
 

 

Export to image 
 
All diagrams, whatever their notation can be exported to image files in BMP, GIF, SVG, 
JPG or PNG format. 
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Choose image format and the directory where image files are going to be saved. 
 

 
 
 
 


